Software Engineer student- Aorato

Location: Herzeliya

Aorato team in Israel (Acquired by Microsoft) is an innovator in enterprise security. Aorato will give customers a new level of protection against threats through better visibility into their identity infrastructure.

With Aorato we will accelerate our ability to give customers powerful identity and cyber-security solutions that span on-premises and the cloud, which is central to our overall hybrid cloud strategy.

Aorato’s sophisticated technology learns entities’ behavior by building organizational security interaction graph and analyzes it using machine learning, to detect suspicious activities of users, devices and resources on a company’s network.

Soo, if you are SUPER talented and you want to be part of a SUPER talented team, building an AMAZING product using the NEWEST technologies -> ping us.

Requirements:

- Student for B.Sc./M.Sc. degree in a technical discipline
- must be 4th semester or above, study towards, computer Science degree (5th semester and up).
- GPA above 90.
- 1+ years of experience in software development - C# experience preferred
- Ability to work 3-4 days a week
- Team player, confident, independent and enthusiastic!

To apply please click here